Flute 1

BACK IN BLACK (AC/DC)

Heavy rock feel  \( \frac{f}{d} = 108 \)
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Clarinet 1

BACK IN BLACK (AC/DC)

by Angus Young, Malcolm Young and Brian Johnson
arranged by TOM WALLACE
percussion by TONY McCUTCHEON

Heavy rock feel \( j = 108 \)

Copyright © 1980 J. Albert & Son Pty. Ltd.
This arrangement © 2002 by J. Albert & Son Pty. Ltd.
International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.
Reprinted by permission of Music Sales Corporation (ASCAP)
Baritone Sax

Back in Black (AC/DC)

Henry rock feel  \( \frac{3}{4} \) = 108
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International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.
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BACK IN BLACK (AC/DC)

by Angus Young, Malcom Young and Brian Johnson
arranged by TOM WALLACE
percussion by TONY MCCUTCHEON

Trumpet 1

Heavy rock feel  \( \text{\textup{\textit{(Tempo}} = 108\text{\textup{\textit{)}}}} \)
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Trumpet 2  

BACK IN BLACK (AC/DC)  

Heavy rock feel  \( \frac{4}{4} = 108 \)
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BACK IN BLACK (AC/DC)

by Angus Young, Malcolm Young and Brian Johnson
arranged by TOM WALLACE
percussion by TONY MCCUTCHEON

Heavy rock feel \( \frac{j}{1} = 108 \)
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BACK IN BLACK (AC/DC)

Heavy rock feel  \( j = 108 \)

Snare

by Angus Young, Malcom Young and Brian Johnson
arranged by TOM WALLACE
perussion by TONY McCUTCHEN
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Bass Drums

BACK IN BLACK (AC/DC)

by Angus Young, Malcolm Young and Brian Johnson
arranged by TCM WALLACE
percussion by TONY McCUTCHEON

Heavy rock feel \( J = 108 \)
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Aux. Perc. 2
(Concert B.D., Sus. Cym)

Heavy rock feel  \( j = 108 \)

BACK IN BLACK (AC/DC)
by Angus Young, Malcolm Young and Brian Johnson
arranged by TOM WALLACE
percussion by TONY McCUTCHEON

Copyright © 1980 J. Albert & Son Pty. Ltd.
This arrangement © 2002 by J. Albert & Son Pty. Ltd.
International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved.
Reprinted by permission of Music Sales Corporation (ASCAP)
BACK IN BLACK (AC/DC)

by Angus Young, Malcolm Young and Brian Johnson
arranged by TOM WALLACE
performed by TONY MCCUTCHEON

Electric Bass

Heavy rock feel \( \text{\textit{f}} = 108 \)
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